
Dance Solo Scorecard 
 

 

 

 

Execution & 
Technique 

The dancer demonstrate correct technique throughout movement, skills and across all elements of the 
routine. Display of body alignment, placement, strength, flexibility, control, and intensity of movement 

/20 
 

Difficulty Movement which showcases the dancer’s ability and incorporates challenging elements including but 
not limited to skills, pace and dynamic changes, levels, intricacy of movement, floorwork. 

/20 

Choreography & 
Composition 

Creativity, musical interpretation, structure and flow of the routine, creative and varied use of the 
performance space. Flow of movement conductive to selected dance style. Age and level appropriate 
for dancers with skills, floorwork etc flowing within movement seamlessly 

/15 

Timing & Musicality Demonstration of dancer’s ability to effectively interpret musicality, including rhythm, pace or dynamic 
changes. Dancers to display a grasp of timing and tempo and be able to use light and shade effectively. 

/15 

Costuming & 
Grooming 

The dancer is well groomed; Costuming is age appropriate and complements the theme while 
highlighting the dancer and routine.  

Grooming:          /5          Costuming:          /5 
 

Total:          /10 

Performance Value Effectively tell the story throughout the entire performance, capture moments while engaging with the 
adjudicators, use a variety of expression that matches the music and movement. 

/10 

Overall Impression The dancer holds their stage presence on entry and exit, has the x Factor, innovative, the routine is 
captivating and commands attention of the room as well as clean and precise across the board. Judges 
preference is crucial. 

/10 

Total Score & 
Adjudicators Notes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   /100 

Dancers Names:             Item #:  

Studio Name: 

Division:          



 



Dance Duo/Trio/Quartet Scorecard 
 

 

 

 

Execution & 
Technique 

All dancers demonstrate correct technique in solo and group moments throughout movement, skills 
and across all elements of the routine. Display of body alignment, placement, strength, flexibility, 
control, and intensity of movement 

/20 
 

Difficulty Movement which showcases dancer’s ability and incorporates challenging elements including but not 
limited to skills, pace and dynamic changes, levels, intricacy of movement, floorwork. 

/20 

Choreography & 
Composition 

Creativity, musical interpretation, structure and flow of the routine, creative and varied use of the 
performance space. Flow of movement conductive to selected dance style. Age and level appropriate 
for dancers with skills, floorwork etc flowing within movement seamlessly. Inclusive of partner work 
and connection between dancers. 

/15 

Timing & Musicality Demonstration of dancer’s ability to effectively interpret musicality, including rhythm, pace or dynamic 
changes. Dancers to be synchronized displaying a grasp of timing and tempo. Be able to use light and 
shade effectively. 

/15 

Costuming & 
Grooming 

Dancers are well groomed; Costuming is age appropriate and complements the theme while 
highlighting the dancers and routine.  

Grooming:          /5          Costuming:          /5 
 

Total:          /10 

Performance Value Effectively tell the story throughout the entire performance, capture moments while engaging between 
each other and the adjudicators, use a variety of expression that matches the music and movement 

/10 

Overall Impression The dancers hold their stage presence on entry and exit, has the x Factor, innovative, the routine is 
captivating and commands attention as well as clean and precise across the board. Judges preference is 
crucial. 

/10 

Total Score & 
Adjudicators Notes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   /100 

Dancers Names:             Item #:  

Studio Name: 

Division:          



 



Dance Troupe Scorecard 
 

 

 

 

Execution & 
Technique 

All dancers demonstrate correct technique in solo and group moments throughout movement, skills 
and across all elements of the routine. Display of body alignment, placement, strength, flexibility, 
control, and intensity of movement 

/20 
 

Difficulty Movement which showcases all/grouped dancer’s ability and incorporates challenging elements 
including but not limited to skills, pace and dynamic changes, levels, intricacy of movement, floorwork. 

/20 

Choreography & 
Composition 

Creativity, musical interpretation, structure and flow of the routine, creative and varied use of the 
performance space and wings. Flow of movement conductive to selected dance style. Age and level 
appropriate for dancers with skills, floorwork etc flowing within movement seamlessly. Inclusive of 
partner work and connection between dancers. 

/15 

Timing & Musicality Demonstration of all dancer’s ability to effectively interpret musicality, including rhythm, pace or 
dynamic changes. The troupe to be synchronized displaying a grasp of timing and tempo. Be able to use 
light and shade effectively. 

/15 

Costuming & 
Grooming 

All dancers are well groomed; Costuming is age appropriate and complements the theme while 
highlighting the dancers and routine.  

Grooming:          /5          Costuming:          /5 
 

Total:          /10 

Performance Value Effectively tell the story throughout the entire performance, capture moments while engaging between 
each other and the adjudicators, use a variety of expression that matches the music and movement 

/10 

Overall Impression The troupe to hold their stage presence on entry and exit, has the x Factor, innovative, the routine is 
captivating and commands attention as well as clean and precise across the board. Judges preference is 
crucial. 

/10 

Total Score & 
Adjudicators Notes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   /100 

 

Dancers Names:       Item #:         Competitors #: 

Studio Name:  

Division:        


